JOIN US FOR REVIVAL PRAISE-A-THON APRIL 17-21!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR THE PRAISE THE LORD PROGRAM! Meet church leaders, pray for your family and be blessed by the anointed ministry of outstanding music, guest speakers, food, fellowship, all the dearest prayers, teachers, and ministry guests of our time. Be a part of the world’s largest praise and prayer gathering—please pledge to support Praise the Lord!

PLEDGE FOR NEW STATIONS! Just a few months ago, TBN’s newest digital TV station, WPTV Channel 46, serving the Miami, FL area signed on the air! All of TBN’s digital stations are now broadcasting the live TBN networks: TBN, JCTV (all youth network), Smile of a Child children’s network, the Church Channel and TBN Enlace USA (Spanish language programming). More digital and low power television stations are scheduled to come on line this year. Please PLEDGE FOR NEW STATIONS—and let’s keep building these great beacons for the Gospel!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR SOULS! Through TV stations, cable, satellite, the Internet, and radio—reaching the lost for Jesus is what YOUR TBN is all about! Please help keep TBN producing and airingribly Spirit powered programs that will bring precious, hungry souls into the Kingdom of God.

PLEDGE TODAY FOR MISSIONS! “Compel them to come in, that my house may be filled” (Luke 14:23). Since 1969, evangelist Arthur Blessitt has been reaching the world’s lostness for Jesus. Arthur spoke with some of Jan’s TBN TV programs, including some of Jan’s Smile of a Child programs! Jan Road and prayed about this fervently. We know there is much that we can do to aid in the spread of the Good News, but we must be the ones to arm the soldiers of the Lord. You, our TBN Partners, to help with a little extra to spread Praise the Lord, Behind the Scenes, plus several of our other premier TV programs, including some of Jan’s Smile of a Child programs!

PLEDGE TO REVIVE! TBN is now on 44 great satellites in over 150 countries which are beaming the gospel with the Gospel of Jesus Christ—and reaching some of the most remote and even forbidden places on earth! Be a part of God’s mighty Voice to THE WORLD and pledge to support SATELLITE!

Praise the Lord—You’re Reaching the Farthest reaches of the earth.

Awesome news! We have yet another opportunity to launch another whole network reaching the Farthest reaches primarily in Iran, but also in Afghanistan, Tajikistan and throughout the Middle East! We will reach over three million Iranians in North America for a total worldwide population of nearly twenty million Iranians and Farsi speaking souls! Pledge the Lord! With the help and guidance of a dear Iranian pastor in Oklahoma City, we can launch TBN IRAN this April, possibly during our Spring Praise-A-Thon— IF we will arise and thrust in the harvesting sickle one more time. This would bring our satellite signals and footprints to an amazing 500 million!

As we know, Iran has been much in the news lately. They, through their new president, have vowed to wipe Israel off the map. He also denies the Holocaust ever happened and is deflecting America and the world by pursuing his ability to create atomic weapons. But Praise the Lord! Still, Praise the Lord! Still, God will use this to bring more souls to Him. Praise the Lord! Our responsibility is to be the ones to arm the soldiers of the Lord. We are already receiving awesome responses from our “HEALING CHANNEL” in the Arabic language, but Praise the Lord! We must begin the translation of all of our TBN programs, but also of all of our other programming to simply cover the cost of producing just $500 per hour to pay for the satellite time and the cost of translation. TBN must do the same, so I am appealing to all of you, our TBN Partners, to help with a little extra to spread Praise the Lord, Behind the Scenes, plus several of our other premier TV programs, including some of Jan’s Smile of a Child programs!

Join your great TBN family for a glorious week of revival Praise-A-Thon; April 17-21.
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that is given by God to meet YOUR NEED!

Jan and I have vowed to keep this great Voice 100 percent for God and the Harvest! We love you more with each passing year and will join you in giving our very best this Praise-A-Thon month of April. Help as sing, shout, even dance — let’s all reach for heaven!

From Dispatch, Iran: 4 group photos of pastors and other Christian leaders who received satellite dishes donated to them by TBN; TBN Partners. Yes, “Thank you for giving to the Lord!”

From South Africa: “Thank you for your wonderful channel. God bless you.”

I have never had to work half a day to make just one dollar. How much easier it should be when the Lord is your source of supply! How much easier it is to work when you know without a doubt that your prayers and give to the Lord and the Harvest are heard and that your needs and desires are being truly met each and every day!

It is an honor and a joy to be with you as we present this TBN Love Gift, "The Coming King"!

"The Coming King" is a beautiful miniature of the great life-size statues that greet you at Trinity Christian City in Costa Mesa, CA and at Trinity Music City in Tennessee! This beautiful image of Jesus Christ returning in glory is brought to my beloved Christian artist, Max Greiner, Jr. Our miniature version of this magnificent image was hand-carved and conversation-piece wherever you choose to display it. Use it as a personal weapon to the soon return of Christ, as I am sure many will ask you to explain if it not, explain it anyway!

Your pledge and gift for the amount indicated above will bring this stunning miniature replica of "The Coming King" to you, our precious partner of TBN. Jan and I love you and thank you for your support. We couldn’t do it without YOU!

TO MAKE A PLEDGE CALL TBN’S PRAYER AND/OR PLEDGE LINE: 1-888-731-1000 (TOLL FREE IN U.S. AND CANADA)

**NOTE:** To receive the Praise-A-Thon gifts, it is necessary to make a pledge by mail, telephone or via the Internet at www.tbn.org. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery of pledge gifts and love gifts.

To make or renew your Praise-A-Thon pledge, or for more information about TBN please go to: www.tbn.org

Jan and I want you to know that TBN is God’s, but it is also YOURS to love and enjoy. The TBN logo and prayer line number are on the clock for handy reference and I hope as a prayer reminder for TBN and souls.

Jan and I love you and thank you for your support. We couldn’t do it without YOU!

THE COMING KING™ STATUE by MAX GRIENER, JR.